We present the results of multicolor (U BV JHKLM ) photometry (2009)(2010)(2011)(2012)(2013)(2014)(2015)(2016)(2017) and low-resolution spectroscopy (2016)(2017) of the semi-regular variable V1427 Aql=HD 179821, a yellow supergiant with gas-dust envelope. The star displays low-amplitude (∆V < 0.
Photometric instability is an important feature of HD 179821. We discovered its variability on the basis of our photometric observations in 1990-1992 (Arkhipova et al. 1993 ). In the General Catalogue of Variable Stars, the object was designated as V1427 Aql and associated with semi-regular SRd-type variables (Samus 2017 and also a general change in brightness and colors. The stars at the late stages of evolution are known to experience some instability which differs for post-AGB supergiants and yellow hypergiants, the latter having evolved off the RSG. Therefore knowing photometric variability peculiarities is of particular importance for stars of uncertain evolutionary status.
In this work, we present new multicolor photometric data for V1427 Aql obtained in 2009-2017 and analyze the overall change in brightness and colors over the whole period of our photometric observations since 1990. We also adduce low-resolution spectral observations obtained in [2016] [2017] and compare them with earlier data.
OBSERVATIONS

UBV -photometry
We have been carrying out photometric observations of V1427 Aql since 1990. The results of U BV light curve study over the 1990-2008 interval were reported in Arkhipova et al. (1993 Arkhipova et al. ( , 2001 Arkhipova et al. ( , 2009 ).
After 2008 we continued to monitor V1427 Aql at the Crimean SAI MSU Station with the 60-cm Zeiss reflector equipped with the photon counting U BV -photometer (Lyutyi 1971) . The diameter of the chosen aperture was 27 ′′ . The star SAO 124412 (sp=G8IV) with U =9. m 87, B=9. m 56, V =8. m 77 was used as a comparison star. We estimate the average uncertainty to be about 0. m 01. Table 1 presents U BV -magnitudes for V1427 Aql in 2009-2017.
IR-photometry
IR-photometric observations were made at the Crimean SAI MSU Station with the 125-cm telescope. The photometer with a liquid nitrogen cooled photovoltaic indium antimonide (InSn) detector (Shenavrin et al. 2011 ) was installed at the Cassegrain focus, the output aperture was ∼ 12 ′′ . The star BS 7377 (Sp=F0IV) was used as a photometric standard, and its magnitudes were taken from the catalog of Johnson et al. (1966) 
Spectral observations
We have been making low-resolution spectral observations of V1427 Aql since 1994. The review of spectral data obtained in 1994-2008 can be found in Arkhipova et al. (2009) . In this work, we present the recent observations made in 2016-2017. Spectra with a wavelength coverage of λ4000-9000Å were obtained at the Crimean SAI MSU Station with the 125-cm reflector and the fast A-spectrograph. An SBIG ST-402 CCD detector was employed providing a spectral resolution of ∼ 2.2Å per pixel.
The log of observations is presented in Table 3 , where we list the observing date and the standard star used for calibration. On October 25, 2016, the standard star was not observed because the weather got worse.
The spectra were processed with the use of the CCDOPS standard program and the SPE program (Sergeev and Heisberger 1993) . The data were flux-calibrated using spectrophotometric standard stars, the spectral energy distribution for them in the λ4000-7650Å wavelength range was taken from the spectrophotometric catalog of Glushneva et al. (1998) and extended to λ9000Å according to the stellar spectral flux library of Pickles (1998) .
ANALYSIS OF PHOTOMETRIC AND SPECTRAL VARIABILITY OF V1427 AQL
Photometric variability of V1427 Aql in 2009-2017.
In Fig. 1 we present the U BV light and U − B, B − V , U − V color curves for V1427 Aql observed in Crimea in [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] [2015] [2016] [2017] . During that time the object's behavior was not strictly homogeneous.
In 2009-2010 (JD=24 54970-55516) V1427 Aql displayed a regular cyclical variation in brightness. Colors varied strictly in phase with brightness: the object was bluer when brighter and redder when fainter. In 2010, when the pulsation pattern appeared the most distinct, the full range in brightness was of ∆V = 0. m 18 and the B − V color varied over a range of 0. m 58 − 0. m 66.
A smaller brightness range was present in the 2011 observations with a peak-to-peak variation of nearly 0. m 1 in U BV . Brightness variations were not accompanied by significant change in color.
Brightness variations turned to be less regular in 2012-2014 (JD=24 56040-56605) with maximum V amplitude of 0. m 15, the timescale of brightness variability increased and became comparable to the duration of an observational season.
In 2015 we performed U BV -observations of V1427 Aql during 138 d, from May 19 till October 3 (JD=24 57162-57299). In the course of this time, the star brightened quickly by ∆V ∼ 0. m 25, ∆B ∼ 0. m 33 and ∆U ∼ 0. m 40. By JD=24 57299 the V brightness reached the value of 7. m 85 that appeared the maximum brightness since 1990, over the whole interval we had observed V1427 Aql. Unfortunately, the estimate obtained that night was the last in 2015, so we could not fix the moment of maximum in that cycle. The evolution of the stellar colors was unusual: the brightness increasing from V = 8. m 05 to V = 7. m 91, the B −V and U −B colors hardly varied indicating that the luminosity growth was due to the increase in the star radius but not to the rise of the temperature; then the star became a little bluer.
The next observational season for V1427 Aql started on April 7, 2016 (JD=24 57486) and lasted for 228 days and during this time the stellar brightness increased systematically in all bands displaying local extremes in the B and U light curves: minimum brightness at JD=24 57517 and maximum Apart from regular oscillations of brightness and color which are more or less regular and correspond to pulsations and maybe some other type of atmospheric instability the star displayed a general trend in brightness and color over the observing interval: on average the V brightness increased from season to season with the B and U brightness getting fainter and the U − B and B − V colors getting redder.
In the near-IR range, the J (1.25 µm) and K (2.2 µm) observations are the most numerous for the 2009-2017 interval. In the section "Secular trend in brightness and color" we discuss the gradual change of seasonal average photometric parameters of the star. Period analysis In this work, we present frequency analysis basing on the new U BV -data acquired in 2009-2017. To search for periods, we used the program PERIOD04 (Lenz and Breger 2005) and also the program EFFECT created by V.P. Goranskij which applies a Fourier transform for arbitrary data spacing (Deeming 1975) .
The frequency spectrum derived from the U BV data for the 2009-2011 interval shows a clear peak at P 1 = 170 ± 5 d , and with this peak removed, two other periods dominate the residual spectrum: The nature of V1427 Aql semi-periodic variability is not entirely clear. Along with the cyclic change in brightness which is similar to pulsation, variations of another type are present perhaps being a result of variable stellar wind.
Secular trend in brightness and color
Long-term monitoring of V1427 Aql from 1990 till 2017 leads to the detection of a secular trend in brightness and color. In with the B − V and U − B colors varying in case of pulsations. That is why we consider the main cause of the long-term trend in colors to be the change of the stellar temperature: growth from 1990 till 2002 and then systematic decline towards 2017. Fig. 8 shows the color-magnitude relations based on the seasonal average optical and IR magnitudes for V1427 Aql. The star moves similarly in both diagrams. After the first observations of V1427 Aql in 1987-1988, the star appeared to show a monotonic decrease in the V and J brightness along with getting bluer that has turned to brightening and reddening in recent years. The long-term trend in brightness and colors reflects the change in temperature and luminosity of the star photosphere. In Fig. 8 the reddening trajectory for the total and selective interstellar extinction laws A V = 3.1 × E(B − V ) and A J = 1.50 × E(J − K) adopted from Koornneef (1983) is shown with arrows. If the circumstellar extinction changed, its range was not larger than ∆E(B − V ) = 0. m 02.
Spectral variability of V1427 Aql in 1994-2017. In that work, we estimated the temperature and spectral class of the star having compared it with other objects, and also reported about the Hα line variability. We did not find other changes in spectrum during the mentioned interval.
We did not obtain spectra for the star from 2009 till 2015, recommenced observing V1427 Aql in May 2016 and continued until October 2017 (see Table 3 ).
Analysing new observational data we found out that the spectrum of V1427 Aql had changed a lot between the 1994-2008 interval and the year 2016. Fig. 9 shows the continuum normalized spectra for V1427 Aql in the λ4200-9000Å wavelength range obtained on June 7, 2008, and July 27, 2016. For the quantitative analysis, we measured the equivalent widths EW of several absorptions, namely Hα, BaII λ5857, 6497, FeII λ6516, the OI λ7771-4 triplet, P12, P14, and P17 hydrogen lines, the CaII triplet (CaT=λ8498+λ8542+λ8662), using the spectra from Arkhipova et al. Table 4 . It is worth mentioning that due to the given spectral resolution the CaII triplet components were severely blended with the P13, P15 and P16 hydrogen lines. The estimated error was about 10 %. Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the equivalent widths of several lines. In our spectra, the Hα equivalent width varies more than twice from 0.7Å to 1.97Å. Highresolution spectra demonstrate that Hα has a complicated profile with varying emission components on the blue and red sides and with the absorption feature undergoing significant changes in width and radial velocity (Tamura and Takeuti 1991; Zacs et al. 1996; Kipper 2008; Şahin et al. 2016 ). As stated in Klochkova (2014) , mass loss rate, stellar wind velocity, kinematics and optical depth of the circumstellar matter are the principal factors that determine the shape and variability of the Hα profile for the far evolved stars surrounded by spatially extended envelopes.
We can not measure the OI λ7771-4 triplet components separately. The OI blend equivalent width was estimated to be 2. The oxygen triplet is a good indicator of luminosity for A-G supergiants. As has been pointed out repeatedly, V1427 Aql has an extremely high EW (OI) value that leads to the absolute magnitude estimate of M V ≈ −8. m 0 ± 0.1 (Reddy and Hrivnak 1999) . It should be kept in mind, however, that the OI triplet strength also depends on the star effective temperature (Kovtyukh et al. 2012 ). For example, Pereira and Miranda (2007) demonstrate the EW (OI)-spectral class and EW (OI)-luminosity class relations showing that EW (OI) takes its maximum value for F0 supergiants and monotonically decreases for later spectral classes. Thus we may assume that the OI triplet weakening detected in the V1427 Aql spectrum implies the decreasing of stellar temperature since 2008 till 2016. As could be seen in Table 4 , the equivalent widths of Paschen lines in the V1427 Aql spectrum slightly decreased by 2016-2017, while the CaII triplet absorptions turned stronger. The total equivalent width of three lines constituting the CaII triplet was EW (CaT)=12.9 ±0.9Å in the 1994-2008 interval whereas it grew to EW (CaT)=18.8±0.4Å by 2016-2017.
SPECTRAL CLASS AND EVOLUTION OF STELLAR PARAME-TERS
The spectral class for V1427 Aql was determined more than once. The HD catalog gives the G5 class. The star was classified as GIa (Bidelman 1981 So, there is a discrepancy in the star spectral classification in literature. It is not clear whether it is due to the real change of spectral class or resulted from the application of different classification criteria to a peculiar star spectrum.
There were several studies that attempted to evaluate the atmospheric parameters for V1427 Aql applying the high-resolution spectra analysis. Zacs et al. (1996) got T ef f =6800 K, Reddy and Hrivnak (1999) Reddy and Hrivnak (1999) pointed out the difference for V1427 Aql between the spectral class derived from low-resolution spectra and the effective temperature yielded by the model atmospheres method operating on high-resolution spectra. New T ef f estimate presented by Şahin et al. (2016) exacerbates this discrepancy.
We estimated the effective temperature and spectral class for V1427 Aql using our low-resolution spectra. Table 4 lists the T ef f values derived from the empirical relations between the ratio of CaII IRtriplet lines equivalent widths to those of hydrogen Paschen lines (P12, P14, and P17) and the effective temperature (equation (1) place in 2016-2017 (Fig. 11) . We also estimated T ef f from our photometric data. For this purpose the annual average B−V color values corrected for interstellar reddening with E(B − V ) = 0. m 7 were converted to T ef f according to the (B − V )-T ef f relation for normal supergiants from Flower (1996) . Besides we calculated T ef f using the (V − K)-T ef f relation from Bessel et al. (1998) . Fig. 12 shows the temporary temperature change. T ef f displays a clear tendency to increase since the first observations in 1990 (∼ 5500 K) reaching the maximum value (∼ 6000 K) in the 2001-2003 interval and to decrease later on to ∼5300 K. What provokes concern is that the estimates derived from optical observations start to diverge from those yielded by near-IR data after the year 2014.
The effective temperature estimated from the optical and near-IR photometry is slightly lower than that derived from spectral observations. This difference may be due to the fact that the "photometric" temperature should reflect the state of the so-called "pseudo-photosphere", i.e., of the continuum forming region in the stellar wind, whereas the "spectral" temperature refers to the absorption forming zone, as well as to the possible underestimate of interstellar reddening. If E(B − V ) = 1. m 0 is adopted for the object, the "photometric" and "spectral" temperatures will converge. We should say that interstellar extinction for HD 179821 has been determined more than once and the A V value given by different authors varies from 1 m to 4 m ( We have also measured the annual average bolometric brightness for V1427 Aql m bol = V −A(V )+ BC(V ) and m bol = K − A(K) + BC(K) using the BC(V ) and BC(K) bolometric corrections from Bessel et al. (1998) and adopting A(V ) = 3.1 × E(B − V ) and A(K) = 0.28 × E(B − V ) according to Koornneef (1983) . The upper panel of Fig. 12 displays the m bol change with time. The bolometric magnitude varies over a range of 0. m 3 that corresponds to a ∼30 % change in luminosity.
Photometric data evidence that the photosphere temperature decreased by ∼400 K between 2008 and 2016, the luminosity grew by ∼ 19 %, and the radius increased by ∼ 24 % according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law. 
DISCUSSION
Owing to the multi-year photometric monitoring of V1427 Aql, we can conclude that the star displays a semi-periodic variation and a long-term trend in brightness and color as well. Spectral and photometric data make it evident that the stellar parameters have changed in a short time.
Let us try to explain these changes with some assumptions made about the object's nature. The star has already passed through a considerable part of its evolution that is implied by the presence of an expanded nearly spherical gas-dust circumstellar envelope. V1427 Aql has a dual-peak energy distribution in the λλ0.4 − 100 µm wavelength range that is characteristic of post-AGB objects (Pottasch and Parthasarathy 1988; Hrivnak et al. 1989 ). The structures that provide the primary input into the energy emitted by the system are the stellar photosphere and the cold dust envelope with a temperature of T d = 128 K (Odenwald 1986 ).
According to theoretical simulations, the stars with low and intermediate masses having left the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) continue to evolve to higher temperatures with the luminosity staying on a constant level. New photometric and spectral data for V1427 Aql demonstrate that in recent years a rapid cooling of photosphere has occurred, the star luminosity has grown, and the timescale of semi-periodic variation has increased, and all this does not agree with a model track for a post-AGB object.
A compelling argument for the post-AGB nature of V1427 Aql consists in a specific abundance pattern derived in Zacs et al. (1996) , Reddy and Hrivnak (1999), Thévenin et al. (2000), Kipper (2008) . The authors found overabundances of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and s-process elements as compared to solar element distribution, -a pattern that is typical of post-AGB objects. But the recent study of Şahin et al. (2016) states that the stellar atmosphere is not enhanced in s-process elements and that the luminosity, effective temperature, and surface gravity of V1427 Aql are those of a massive star evolving to become a red supergiant and to explode, in time, as a Supernova II.
Earlier investigations have provided some other marks that V1427 Aql is a massive object with increased luminosity. For example, the CO envelope expands with a velocity of V exp = 33.9 km/s (Zuckerman and Dyck) that is noticeably larger than 10-15 km/s that is typical of post-AGB stars. The OI triplet at λ7774Å in the V1427 Aql spectrum is reported to have an equivalent width in the range of 2.3-3.0Å according to different estimates, and this value corresponds to the absolute magnitude of M bol < −8. m 0 and the luminosity of L > 10 5 L ⊙ . Such a luminosity and the derived temperature place the star into the region on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram occupied by yellow hypergiants (YHGs). The YHG region is bounded on the side of higher temperatures by a so-called Yellow Evolutionary Void firstly proposed and described in Nieuwenhuijzen and de Jager (1995) . Episodes of large-scale mass loss occurring in this phase of evolution make the stars move from red to blue and vice versa in the HR diagram more than once keeping the bolometric luminosity nearly constant. After the star evolves off the RSG and reaches a temperature of about 7000 K, an extensive mass loss ensues, the star is surrounded by a cool photosphere and starts to move to the RSG region. The envelope turning optically thin, the star goes to the blue in the HR diagram (Oudmaijer et al. 2009 ). The photometric behavior is seen to be in line with this scenario.
We would like to compare V1427 Aql with other well-studied hypergiants: ρ Cas, V509 Cas, V1302 Aql. All these stars display a significant variation in the spectrum and stellar parameters.
The most famous object, IRC+10 420 (V1302 Aql), which is a strong IR-source, was found to have increased effective temperature by ∼1000 K in 20 years since the seventies of the last century (Oudmaijer et al. 1996) and to have changed its spectral class from F (Humphreys et al. 1973 ) to A5 (Oudmaijer et al. 1996; Klochkova et al. 1997; Klochkova et al. 2002) . The stellar temperature was reported to increase at a rate of 120 K per year which caused the star to approach the Wolf-Rayet phase (Klochkova et al. 2002; Humphreys et al. 2002) . Continuing to monitor V1302 Aql in 2001-2014 conclude that the hypergiant has entered the phase, during which the effective temperature growth slows down (or ceases), and it is located close to the high-temperature boundary of the Yellow Void in the HR diagram.
ρ Cas, a prototype of YHGs, displayed a significant variation in brightness and spectrum but of another kind than V1302 Aql (Halbedel 1991) . The star is known to have experienced three episodes of extensive mass loss during the last 100 years: in 1945-1947, in 1985-1986 , and in 2000-2001, the latter was described in detail in Lobel et al. (2003) . From the June to September of 2000 the star brightness decreased by nearly 1 m , and the star got out of minimum by the April of 2001. The TiO bands appeared in the spectrum in the summer of 2000; the spectral modeling revealed that the temperature had decreased by at least 3000 K, and the mass loss rate during that episode was estimated to bė M ≃ 5.4×10 −2 M ⊙ . The star is considered to lose mass extremely rapidly in the course of the so-called "shell episodes" and to appear wrapped for several hundreds of days in a pseudo-photosphere formed by ejected cool matter. Klochkova et al. (2014) have studied in detail the optical spectrum and have picked out kinematic properties of the expanded stellar atmosphere.
The photometric history was monitored for V509 Cas for a hundred and fifty years (Zsoldos 1986a; Percy and Zsoldos 1992; Halbedel 1993; Nieuwenhuijzen et al. 2012 ). V509 Cas was observed to change brightness and color monotonically (Percy and Zsoldos 1992; Nieuwenhuijzen et al. 2012 ). Nieuwenhuijzen et al. (2012) showed that the effective temperature, log g, radius, and luminosity of the star had changed a lot with time. The log g and turbulent velocity ξ t variation argues that the star has undergone a series of subsequent gas outflows. During every outflow, the pseudo-photosphere happens to have smaller log g and larger ξ t . After the expelled envelope is dispersed into space and the stellar atmosphere is adjusted, a more compact and hot atmosphere is seen.
Let us consider the pulsation activity of the stars above-mentioned. There is no data evidencing the periodic light variation for V1302 Aql; the star shows only monotonic long-term trends in brightness.
V509 Cas displays semi-periodic variation with a period of ∼ 400 d and an amplitude up to 0. m 2 (Zsoldos 1986b). Percy and Zsoldos (1992) found three peaks in the frequency spectrum at P = 203. d 3, 299. d 2, and 385. d 4 and a tendency for the fundamental mode amplitude to decrease along with the B − V color getting bluer.
The variable star ρ Cas, apart from dimming by more than 1 m as described above, shows semiperiodic variation with smaller amplitude. Arellano Ferro (1985) , based on 1964-1981 observations, found a period of 483. d 5.
The object under study, V1427 Aql, displayed a semi-periodic brightness variation with periods in the range 170-200 d and with the timescale and the amplitude of the oscillation increasing in recent years. The star undergoes temperature variation as well as brightness change with no apparent change of color.
Fadeev (2011) in his paper devoted to the simulations of yellow hypergiants pulsational instability has referred to V1427 Aql as to an object that can not be a hypergiant because of its too long variation period that is larger than the uppermost value predicted by the radial pulsation theory for a yellow hypergiant, on the one hand, and because of its average effective temperature T ef f = 6750 K (Kipper 2008) corresponding to the region of pulsational stability, on the other. On this basis, the author suggests that V1427 Aql is a post-AGB object.
However, it should be noted that oscillation periods for known post-AGB stars in the range of spectral classes from F0 to G5 are not larger than 150 . Besides, the true hypergiants ρ Cas and V509 Cas vary with periods > 200 d having temperatures T ef f for which radial pulsations are forbidden by theory. Arellano Ferro (1985) suggested that ρ Cas and V509 Cas are non-radial pulsators. The same mechanism may appear responsible for the semi-periodic variation of V1427 Aql.
So, analyzing the photometric and spectral variability of V1427 Aql showed that the star's behavior is similar to that of yellow hypergiants located near the very unstable Yellow Void and differs significantly from ordinary post-AGB objects.
CONCLUSION
New photometry and spectra obtained for the yellow hypergiant with a gas-dust envelope, V1427 Aql, and their comparison with archival data lead us to the following results. 2) The annual average brightness was found to gradually increase in 2009-2015 in the V , J, K filters, and to decrease in U and B. The annual average U − B, B − V , J − K colors were growing (the star was getting redder). The near-IR brightness stopped increasing in 2016-2017, and V1427 Aql showed a tendency to get bluer, whereas it kept on getting redder in the optical.
3) The long-term trend in colors was proved to reflect the change of photosphere temperature, increasing since 1990 till 2002 and then systematically decreasing. Long-term variation of the bolometric magnitude does not agree with the assumption of quick evolution at constant luminosity but seems to be related to mass loss episodes that result in the expanded stellar envelope getting optically thicker and the continuum spectrum originating in more outer and cool layers.
4) The comparison of the 2016-2017 spectral data for V1427 Aql with those obtained in 1994-2008 revealed the strengthening of BaII and CaII IR-triplet absorptions and the weakening of OI triplet blend. These changes are supposed to be due to the decreasing of temperature in the region where the absorptions are formed.
It is very important to continue photometric and spectral observations of the object that changes so quickly. It is highly recommended to carry out both photometric and spectral monitoring of the star with no durable gaps. 
